
MATHS PARENT 
WORKSHOP

Please sign in as you 
come in and complete 
the first part of the 
evaluation form



PARENT QUESTIONS AND QUERIES LAST SUMMER

▪What is being covered each week/term?

▪How is Maths being taught?

▪What can I do to help at home?

▪How can I build my child’s confidence?

▪Which methods are taught?



USEFUL DOCUMENTS ON THE WEBSITE

•Curriculum coverage document – shows which 
area of the curriculum should be covered 
roughly in each week

•Language progression document- shows the 
key language the children should know in each 
year

•Calculation Policy- with examples of methods 
used

•‘Mastery for parents’ document

•FAQs- extra answers to questions asked in 
Summer’s questionnaire that couldn’t be 
covered today!



Curriculum overview 
(Subject to change)

Language Progression

Calculation Policy Vocabulary & Stem sentence bank

FAQs





Solid foundation – ‘fluency’ 
of mathematical language, 
number facts, times tables

Other People

Parents, peers, TAs, 
Teachers supporting

Scaffolding

Physical resources, 
representations, times 

table grids

Child/learner 

Self belief, reflection, 
learning attitudes, 
Growth mindset

Broader and Deeper
understanding, as 

opposed to ‘stretching’ 
further up without a 

solid foundation

How do children 
learn Maths?



‘Stretching’ children, adding on 
more linear learning means they 
have an unstable understanding 
and more misconceptions can arise.

Add 3 digit numbers

Add 4 digit numbers

Add 6 digit numbers



Don’t worry about these bits!



Recall

4 Operations

Times tables 

Number Facts & Arithmetic skills

Weekly homework

‘Real Life’ Maths

- Money (& decimals)

- Telling the time, days of the week, calendars, 
train/bus timetables

-Measurements- cooking, art projects

-’Magnitude’ of number- how many people attend 
a football match? Would you really use 300kg of 

sugar or 300g?

FLUENCY – FOCUS AT HOME APPLICATION – FOCUS AT 
SCHOOL

Reasoning & Problem Solving

Context & Cross curricular

Broadening and Deepening

Variation

Concrete Pictorial Abstract

Understanding other areas of the 
curriculum

6 x 5 = 30

30cm2 What is 

1/6 of 30?

6cm

?cm

600 x 50 = ? I have 5 bags with 6 footballs in 

each. How many do I have 

altogether?



HOW TO BUILD CONFIDENCE AND SUPPORT CHILDREN

Growth Mindset 

‘I can’t do this.. yet’

‘I’m stuck… for now’

Learning attitudes

Take a risk, you might get it right

Be resilient

Keep persisting - ‘Don’t practice until you get it 
right, practice until you can’t get it wrong’

Can you think of an original way of tackling this?

If you make a mistake, can you reflect on it?

Let’s collaborate & work on this together

Provide a visual

Check the understanding of the 
Language

Use the Stem Sentence and 
Language Progression 

documents for this

Don’t be afraid to make 
mistakes too!



AO: To develop our number sense.
Greater Depth

Explain errors involving complex column 
subtraction with clear and accurate 

mathematical language
Met

Identify and correct errors in column 
subtraction

Working Towards

Identify errors in column subtraction

An opportunity for 
children to Broaden & 

Deepen their 
understanding, not 
stretch, for example 
with simply bigger 

numbers

EVERYONE expected to 
achieve Met

Working towards 
provides a smaller step 
for children to achieve 

met 

Growth 
mindset and 

Learning 
attitudes give 
children belief 
to climb the 

ladder



242
-123

3 1

Can I take three 
away in my ones 
column?

Where can I get 
some more ones 
from?

242

-123



AO: To develop number sense. Use this type of language when you are 
giving your mathematical explanations:

• Ones, tens, hundreds, thousands
• Column
• Switched the digits around
• Lined the calculation up 

incorrectly
• Forgotten to go next door to 

exchange and found the 
difference instead

• Subtracted the digits incorrectly
• Added the digits instead of 

subtracting



Answers
1. They have only found the difference in the tens column. You cannot take 3 

away from 0 so they should have exchanged a hundred into 10 tens. (You 
could use the adding on method to calculate this mentally)

2. They did not line the columns up correctly. Recalculate: 5688 – 103 = 5585 
(You could even do this mentally as there are no exchanges or tens)

3. They added instead of subtracted- they didn’t read the sign! Recalculate: 
3213 – 1137 = 2,076 (You probably would still need a written method as 
there were two exchanges)

4. They exchanged correctly in the ones column, but only found the difference 
in the hundreds column. You cannot take 7 away from 0 so they should 
have exchanged a thousand into 10 hundreds (You probably would still 
need a written method as there were two exchanges)
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